ICSP/GMF Joint Session 10:30-12:00
Open to All
Teleconference Call In: 1-866-469-3239 or 1-650-429-3300
Attendee access code: 25515125

10:30 Welcome- Co-Chairs – Scott Colburn, HHS/FDA, GMF and George Arnold, NIST, ICSP
10:35 Self-introductions – All
10:40 ANSI Updates:
ANSI-ESO discussions – Gary Kushnier, ANSI
ISO/IEC – Steven Cornish, ANSI
Capitol Hill – Scott Cooper, ANSI
US AID Capacity Building Project – Gary Kushnier, ANSI
ECO Labeling Accreditation Program - Lane Hallenbeck, ANSI
11:25 ACUS New Project Ideas – Emily Bremer, ACUS
11:40 Future Dialog with ANSI Fora: CMF, CIF, OMF
11:55 Other Business and Wrap Up – Co-Chairs
12:00 Adjourn

Directions to the Newseum

The Newseum is located between the U.S. Capitol and the White House and just one block from the National Mall.

555 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20001 – Use 6th Street Freedom Forum Entrance
Google Map

Metro

Take Metro to Archives/Navy Memorial/Penn Quarter (Green Line and Yellow Line) or Judiciary Square (Red Line).